
ERR006282 ROM: ROM code uses non-reset PFDs to generate clocks which may lead to random boot failures 

 

Description:              

• This issue only applies to the i.MX 6Quad, 6Dual and 6SoloLite.  This issue does not apply to 6DualLite or 6Solo.  

• The Phase Fractional Dividers (PFDs) can get into an unknown state if they are not properly reset before being 
used as clock sources.  There are two outcomes to this failure: 

1. PFD in an unknown state which affects the boot sources within the chip (e.g. eMMC, NAND) 

2. Resume from suspend when PLL is bypassed 

• PFD in an unknown state: 

1. The ROM boot code fails to properly reset the PFDs which are used for the bootable sources within the 
processor (e.g. NOR, SD, eMMC).  This has the potential of putting the PFDs into an unknown state in 
rare circumstances where the boot source IP blocks do not receive correct clocks and the chip will 
subsequently fail to boot.    

2. This failure has only been observed when the processor is subjected to boot ‘stress testing’ whereby the 
processor is subjected to back to back reboots and only affects a small subset of processors.   

3. The number of back-to-back reboots required to see the issue varies, but has ranged from hundreds to 
thousands of back-to-back reboots on that subset of parts. In addition, the error has been observed to 
not have any ‘memory’ in that encountering the error does not make it more likely to encounter it again 
on the next boot. 

• Resume from Suspend: 

1. Resume from suspend can also cause the PFDs to lose state if the PLL is configured in BYPASS mode and 
not reset correctly. If the PLL is not BYPASSED then the suspend/resume functionality is not affected. 
This issue is less likely to be observed with PLL3 on i.MX6 Dual/Quad and the PLLs on i.MX6 SoloLite 
since they have a faster lock time, thereby reducing the possibility of the PFD state loss.  

 

Projected Impact:             

 i.MX 6Dual/6Quad: 

 For i.MX 6Dual/6Quad, Table 1 shows the affected boot modes: 

Table 1. Potential Affected Boot Modes for the i.MX6Dual / 6Quad 

BOOT_CFG1[7:4] Boot Device Affected by this issue: 

0000 NOR/OneNAND (EIM) Not Affected 

010x SD/eSD/SDXC Affected 

011x MMC/eMMC Affected 

1xxx NAND Affected 

0010 SSD/Hard Disk (SATA) Not affected 

0011 Serial ROM (I2C/SPI) Not affected 

 

 For the potential resume from suspend failure, the u-boot patch below in the L3.035_1.1.0 Linux BSP prevents 
this failure.  

ENGR00235821 mx6: correct work flow of PFDs.patch 



 

 i.MX 6SoloLite: 

 For i.MX 6SoloLite, all boot modes are affected by this issue since all boot devices rely on a PFD sourced clock 
tree. 

 For the potential resume from suspend failure, the u-boot patch below in the L3.0.35_2.1.0 Linux BSP prevents 
this failure. 

 ENGR00236856 - Reset PFDs when enabling PLL.patch 

 

Workarounds:              

i.MX 6Dual/6Quad: 

 Workaround #1: Implement and boot the system from SPI, I2C, Parallel NOR or SATA – covers all boot sources 

Workaround #2: Utilize the 6Quad/6Dual’s watchdog timer in Serial Download Mode – covers all boot sources 
except NAND 

Workaround #3: Utilize an external watchdog timer or other reset source – covers all boot sources  

BOOT_CFG1[7:4]  Boot Source  Available Workaround Mapping  
0000  OneNAND (EIM)  #1: Boot from SPI, Parallel NOR, I2C or SATA 

#2: Internal Watchdog Reset 
#3: External Watchdog Reset  

010x  SD/eSD/SDXC  #1: Boot from SPI, Parallel NOR, I2C or SATA 
#2: Internal Watchdog Reset 
#3: External Watchdog Reset  

011x  MMC/eMMC  #1: Boot from SPI, Parallel NOR, I2C or SATA 
#2: Internal Watchdog Reset 
#3: External Watchdog Reset  

1xxx  NAND  #1: Boot from SPI, I2C,Parallel NOR or SATA  
#2: Not available for NAND  
#3: External Watchdog Reset 

0010  SSD/Hard Disk (SATA)  #1: Boot from SPI, Parallel NOR, I2C or SATA  
0011  Serial ROM (I2C/SPI)  #1: Boot from SPI, Parallel NOR, I2C or SATA  

 

• Workaround #1:  Boot from SPI, I2C or SATA.   

− For the SPI/I2C, Parallel NOR, or SATA workaround, the application can boot entirely from SPI/I2C, 
Parallel NOR, or SATA.  This will correct the issue. If the user needs to do the full boot from eMMC, SD, 
or NAND, then a small boot loader patch can be booted from SPI/I2C, Parallel NOR or SATA that resets 
the PFDs and then runs the eMMC, SD, or NAND flash boot function in ROM again. Patch information 
follows at the end of this notice. 

Users without the ability to boot from SPI/I2C or SATA (fully or to load the patch) will need to implement 
either a SPI/I2C/SATA/Parallel NOR boot source or implement one of the other workarounds below. 

 

• Workaround #2:  Program WDOG_ENABLE eFuse to 1 (default = 0)  

• Users who do not or cannot use SPI/I2C or SATA as a boot source option can use this option. 



• The 6Quad/6Dual contains a watchdog timer which can be activated via fuse whenever the processor 
enters Serial Downloader Mode.  The Watchdog timer will begin a 90 second countdown and if nothing 
interrupts this process, the part will reset.    

• The way in which the Watchdog timer workaround will be used is, on the rare occurrence of a PFD-
related (or other) boot failure, the processor’s ROM will fall through to Serial Downloader Mode.  This 
will occur in either secure boot or non secure boot devices. 
If the WDOG_ENABLE eFuse has been set to 1, then upon entering Serial Downloader Mode the 
watchdog will begin a fixed 90-second countdown.  If no external source interrupts this countdown, the 
watchdog time will expire and reset the part.  Since the PFD related error, if encountered, does not 
exhibit ‘memory’ then the next subsequent boot will operate correctly.  No software is required to 
enable this functionality, only the setting of the WDOG_ENABLE eFuse to 1.   

• This workaround applies for all boot sources except NAND boot (either SLC or MLC).   For NAND boot, 
user must implement either the Boot from SPI, I2C or SATA workaround or the external Watchdog 
workaround in #3 below. 

• Use the following steps to understand how the watchdog timer will work in your system:  

1. The user must not set BOOT_CFG3[2] (Boot Frequencies).  They must be left at default. 

2. The user programs the WDOG_ENABLE eFuse to 1.  Note this is a permanent fuse setting which 
means the watchdog will begin countdown upon entering Serial Download Mode anytime the 
chip enters this mode and must be stopped by software to prevent reboot. 

3. The WDOG_ENABLE timer has a fixed 90-second countdown.  This countdown cannot be 
changed in hardware, only via a software command. 

• Since it is assumed a boot failure has occurred and the ROM has dropped into Serial 
Download mode, it is assumed no software is available to reset this 90 second 
countdown 

• During the countdown, the unit will continuously poll for a USB connection on USB 
OTG1.  If no activity is detected during the 90 second window, the watchdog expires and 
the ARM core is reset 

• If no boot error occurs, then Serial Download Mode will not be entered and the 
Watchdog will not begin its countdown.  Only when Serial Download Mode is entered 
will the watchdog begin a countdown 

• Note: If the WDOG_ENABLE fuse is set, users who utilize the Freescale Manufacturing Tool or a 
customized version of the tool must ensure the kernel that is downloaded via the tool contains the 
instruction to turn off the watchdog timer.  Otherwise the watchdog will continue to count down and 
reset the part.   

• Workaround #3: Utilize an external Watchdog reset or other external reset  

• The user implements an external watchdog or other reset watch such as via a PMIC.  Upon a successful 
boot, the processor toggles the external watchdog through some I/O mechanism (e.g. a GPIO) which 
prevents the watchdog from firing.  If a boot failure occurs, the external watchdog will expire, thus 
resetting the processor. 

 

 i.MX 6SoloLite: 

 None 

 

  



Proposed Solution:             

 A ROM code fix for this issue is planned.  Software patches for Workaround #1 above will be made available 
from www.freescale.com. 

 

Linux BSP Status:             

i.MX 6Dual/6Quad: 

 Boot loader patch for SPI/I2C, Parallel NOR and SATA boot is available in the L3.0.35_1.1.2 Linux patch. 

 U-boot patch with the correct procedure to reset the PFDs is available in the L3.035_1.1.0 Linux BSP. 

 

 i.MX 6SoloLite: 

 No software workaround for boot issues. 

 U-boot patch with the correct procedure to reset the PFDs will be available on the L3.0.35_2.1.0 Linux BSP. 

 

http://www.freescale.com/

